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Attended students and Faculty: 

Faculty: 

Dr. P. Ramanathan vice principal (academics) 

Dr. P. Athahar Samina Khan, SAO (Student Welfare) 

Dr. K.Dinesh associate professor ,CST 

Dr.R. Rajakumar associate professor, CST 

Dr.N.Praveena Asst.Professor , CST 

Students: 

Nearly 170-180 participants from various departments includes AI&DS, Civil, ECE, EEE, CST &Mechanical 

250 students registered for this event from various departments includes AI&DS, Civil, CSE, CST, ECE, EEE & Mechanical. 

Introduction About Tech Club 

In SAC-MITS, The Inauguration of Tech Club took place on dated: 06-01-2023. Dr. K. Dinesh, Associate professor, Department of CST , 

serves as the club’s faculty counsellor. Y. Akhil Kumar Reddy from CST 3rd year B.Tech    as the club’s student coordinator. 

In tech club, we make aware of the Trending Technical concepts as a group and make use of them against troubleshooting any technical aspects 

faced by oneself and by the organization by finding better solutions. 

Creating a platform to share and enhance the common technical skills irrespective of departments and basics of core technical skills of each 

department. 

For all-round development of the students and to enrich their technical knowledge the institute provides a platform for various student’s 

activities. This club envisages conductive platform to explore students’ talents and also to enable them to come out with their innovative ideas. 

The focus of the tech club primarily is to help the students gain practical as well as theoretical technical knowledge. Students are provided with 

an opportunity to implement what they learnt in their respective class rooms. 

The Tech club not only help the students explore their hidden talent but also help in areas such as personality development and inculcating in the 

students the spirit of conducting such events by providing them with a platform for hosting their technical talents. 

 

 



Objective of mastering data science in 24 months 

The main motto of our club is to get awareness among many new technical topics and make you people easy to learn them. 

 

Inauguration 

The event began with a lighting and pooja ceremony by Dr.P.Ramanathan vice principal, Dr. P. Athahar Samina Khan Senior administrative 

officer (student welfare ), Dr.K.Dinesh associate professor ,CST, Dr.R.Rajakumar associate professor, CST and Dr.N.Praveena assistant 

professor,CST along with some students. And a prayer sung by Vignavi.G CST. 
 

Following the pooja ceremony, each dignitary offered their speeches to inspire the students related to their careers and importance of skills 

in the industries. 

 

Speech by Dr.P.Ramanathan Vice Principal Academics 

Sir shared his view of learning from only class which is traditional format, and that knowledge is like a skeleton and learning from both 

the classes and from club activities that knowledge is like a perfect human. He explained about the importance of acquiring knowledge 

through the concepts and insisted students learn and make best for the club. And he promised his support for the club would be always 

there for the aid of the club 

 

Speech by Dr.K.Dinesh Associate Professor CST Department 

Interacting with the students, Dr.K.Dinesh sir of CST department explained that the goal of the tech club is to improve one’s technical 

knowledge. Sir also explained about how to master the data science in 24 months in our busy schedules and to its fullest potential. 
 

 

Speech by Senior Administrative Officer (Student Welfare) 

Followed by speeches from the Dignitaries, Dr. P. Athahar Samina Khan Madam, Senior Administrative Officer (Student Welfare Office) 

congratulated the Tech club coordinators and volunteers for the efforts they have put for the club. Mam given a glimpse of ideas on the 

purpose of the club and suggested students to indulge the knowledge from skill bee club and explained about Student Council. Mam 

mentioned the message from our beloved Principal sir of MITS Dr. C. Yuvaraj sir congratulating and his best wishes for the club. 

 

FUN WITH TECH 

The event had a game where there will hints in the slide show and the participants have to guess the word by the hints given. 
 



Then the awareness on AWS is given by Y.Akhil Kumar Reddy and the participants need to select the correct option in the quiz game . 

All participants and the volunteers have successfully made us happy and program is the achievement 

 

PRIZE DISTRIBUTION 

Winners of the fun with tech and quiz are awarded with medals and the certificates In fun with tech game Jaya Sree , Shaik Mansoor, 

Bindhu madhavi are the winners In quiz Gnana Teja, Mahammad Shareef and Chakradar are the winners 
 

We express our sincere thanks to the Principal sir, the Management, Dr. K.Dinesh sir , Dr. P.Athahar Samina Khan Madam, SAO (Student 

Welfare), Faculties for their support and encouragement in organizing this event 
 


